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About This Game

Welcome to the new generation of Farming Simulator!

With a brand new graphics and physics engine, Farming Simulator 15 offers an immense open world, filled with details and
visual effects transporting the Farming Simulator franchise to a new era.

Manage your own farm: from harvesting to animal husbandry, and from the sales of fresh products to woodcutting, the benefits
of your exploitation will allow you to develop, and invest in new and more powerful vehicles or tools.

Across hundreds of acres of land offered by the new Nordic environment, and a renovated North American environment, use
and drive over 140 authentic vehicles and farming tools, from over 40 most famous manufacturers (including 20 new brands):

New Holland, Ponsse, Case IH, Deutz-Fahr…

This new equipment includes a selection of vehicles and tools entirely dedicated to a new activity in Farming Simulator:
woodcutting!

In multiplayer, invite up to 15 friends to help you develop your farm. Thanks to an active and passionate community, benefit
from limitless new content: new vehicles, tools, and even environments!
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get the R18 patch. yes the writing can be pretty poorly translated but not enough to keep you from understanding what's going
on.
Odalisque and Gorgon best girls. What a nice refreshing attempt to grab the 'player who does everything' -title that has been
floating around for quite some time. It doesn't achieve this objective but it sure tries and gets very close.

My needs for a generic media player are not exactly heavy but diverse: living room pc. game rig. workshop pc. several laptops.
preferably some type of dj/kiosk mode or settings that allow it to be used effectively during parties.

This far no setup does a 10/10 job but this one appears to be a good replacement candidate for Winamp on windows machines.
This far Winamp+VLC combo has been the best tools i have used since they 'just work' (good enough/always available/rarely
fail or start crashing). Yes i have tried other players too but always return back to this ol' workhorse duo sooner or later.

I especially liked the nice base interface and the fact that just about anything can be changed and settings can be exported to
other machines. Gamepad can also be used for control which is good in living room.

edit: forgot one thing. some reviews mention bad video support but after doing 'Advanced interface' -> 'Help' -> 'Check update'
and installing some plugins i can play just about anything i have on my rig and all works. So this means VLC is under the loop
now too. This one has a better interface though only time will tell if it's better since crashing is what i hate mosly about VLC. If
this one works better then it will beat VLC.. Quite fun actually, the Graphics look good.. An inspiring popcorn flick about game
development and following your dreams.

This is a film for gamers, people interested in game development, or to get a surface level of understanding the world of game
development. If you are a hardcore developer don't take this film too seriously. It's more of a heroes journey from realization of
a concept to pitching your ideas to major distributors. Fun to watch young eager kids go after their dreams and see that it does
pay off.. best indie game i've ever played. totally recommended
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Almost everything about Chronology is fun. The voice acting isn’t over abundant, but it is solid. The music sets a decent mood
while not being over bearing. The mechanics of the game are funky in the beginning, but you can get used to them. The puzzles
and platforming give quite a challenge while not making you want to ram a keyboard through your monitor. All of this is
welcome, but that just makes it all the more sad when the game comes to an end. It gave me a few hours of play with a great and
satisfying story. I just wanted more. I guess that’s really my only complaint is that I wasn’t ready for Chronology to be over when
it was. If they were to create a full scale game based off of this, I would pick that up in a heartbeat.

Full Review: TheVideogameBacklog.com

Chronology is a pleasant way to spend a lazy afternoon or three. The stew of world-morphing, co-op characters, time-freezing,
delayed device effects, and character-as-platform give a lot of grist to the puzzle-making designers, and the light platforming
keeps the experience from being a snooze. But bring a controller.

Full 2nd Opinion Review: TheVideogameBacklog.com. I LOVE this. Its small, its inexpensive, and I've spent LOTS of time in
the fireworks area. I have no idea why it says I've only been in for .7 hours...I easily have been in watching just the fireworks
longer than that.

The woods..I had fun crawling on the ground through the plants...I'm sure I looked like an idiot in RL..whatever.

The cabin...sitting in there is easy to forget I live in the city while watching the rain on the windows.

The mountain...I rather liked sitting on the edge and looking down...I have a fan blowing on me..added to the illusion..again,
probably looked like an idiot...

The lobby...surreal. laid down on my floor and just watched the orbs for a bit. Might try drinking and going into this place.

The fireworks....I absolutely love being able to control the shells. That being said, one of the shells bogs my machine down...I'd
love to see it optimized. I've got a GTX980ti, 16G RAM and I5 6700.. A good game,not a excellent game

But...this is the game I expect

A WW2 naval game

after abut 2 week of playing
I complete my mod for beter play

JAPAN SHIP MOD (日本船追加&漢字化MOD)
http://steamcommunity.com/app/298480/discussions/0/598198356194509728/. No sound in this DLC and lots of other glitches
and bugs. (the no sound is clearly a bug too, but it makes the DLC worthless). This is an evolution of the human race. Only in
my dreams have I witnessed slimy gumballs sloshing around in different gamemodes! Don't even get me started on the only
server! It's the best server you can imagine, based in the czech republic. If I went on this review would be at least 4 pages long.
BUY THIS NOW!!!

UPDATE: The game really is just a mediocre flash game that you have to pay for. Has frame rate drops, buy this for your
friend, not yourself. You're not missing anything.

Pros:
Kinda fun at times

Cons:
Too easy
Broken Multiplayer (I started my own server and couldn't even join)
Framerate drops
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Just no

UPDATE # DOS: I recently made a steam group for this game, join if you want!!. Deadhold is a fun spiritual successor to the
Myth series. With updated controls (minus the camera controls, which feel slightly stiffer than Myth's) and graphics, I hope the
devs are able to finish the game.

However, I can't recommend this game at the current twenty dollar price point. Content is extremely lacking, even for an Early
Access title, and the devs are currently over a month past their first promised content drop.. This one made me a Gor Gor fan
which I didn;t think could happen XD Vikare was alos very fun. Their routes were very interesting and I have two new favorite
characters :3
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